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Abstract. Results aggregation by disjoint graph merging is potentially a good
alternative to image stitching. During the processing of image mosaics, it allows
to be free of radiometric and geometric corrections inherent in image fusion.
We have studied and developed a generic merging method of disjoint graphs for
tracking cell alignments in image mosaics of wood.
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Introduction

Graph theory is widely used in image processing [1] especially for region encoding or
image segmentation. The image is then considered as a graph whose vertex set is
made of pixels, and edge set is given by an adjacency relation between them. Numerous segmentation methods based on region merging are proposed in literature, the
most known being the Split and Merge algorithm. Several authors combine it with the
watershed algorithm by using graph fusion to segment grey [2] or color [3-4] images.
In all these approaches, the fusion operates on the vertices of a single graph.
Our specific segmentation method of cell alignments, so called cell files, in wood
slices produces an adjacency graph. Nevertheless, identifying cell files on very large
areas given by images mosaic implies either to process the image resulting from combining all the images of the mosaic or to merge the results produced by processing
each image.
In the first case, stitching is the method which is the most often used. Image stitching combines multiple images with overlapping fields of view in order to produce a
high-resolution image. Most of the algorithms require nearly exact overlaps between
images and identical exposures to produce seamless results [5-6]. Moreover, they
often request local deformation correction [7-9] due to optical acquisition properties,
or local offset rectification [10] due to the automated views shooting. However, the
resulting high resolution images may still be difficult to be processed, especially from
the final resolution (up to several billion pixels) and the possible radiative variation
due to the microscope acquisition properties.
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So, we preferred to use the second class of methods. Our framework is basedd on
the understanding of the caambium growth mechanisms which requires the studiess of
cell patterns regularity, of their
t
disruption or of their modification through space and
time [11-12]. We are interresting by radial files (cell alignments); they help undderstanding the development, the differentiation and the temporal changes of cells [113].
The automation of the cell files
f
identification and the characterization of their com
mponents [14-15] allow today to
t process a large quantity of images. However, we aim
m to
study a large area of observ
vation, following cells of some microns diameter on a given
wood slice of several centtimeters diameter. But these recognition processes beeing
constrained to single image detections; studies of large area are thus impracticabble.
Identifying radial files on large
l
areas described by images mosaic involves thereffore
merging the results produceed by the processing of each image.
Our dataset is defined by color images mosaic of wood histological slices. Traansversal slices of 20 µm thick
kness are prepared with a vibratome, colored, and thenn fit
in between glass strips befo
ore being digitalized by a camera coupled with the miccroscope. The mosaic imagess (Fig. 1.) are successively generated by progressive ddisplacement of the microscop
pe stage taking the strip. The position of the image in the
mosaic is given by the stage displacement in abscissa X and ordinate Y. The obserrvation area is limited to 10x10
0 cm2, requiring nearly 1500 images mosaic. Each imagge is
encoded in RGB system, with
w a resolution of 1600 by 1200 pixels. The images m
may
show local or peripheral bllur due to the optical deformations or specimen thicknness
variations.

Fig. 1. Seven color imaages mosaic of Black Pinus overlapping a 2x0.25 cm2 area

We wish to avoid images stitching difficulties related to the high resolution and the
radiative corrections. We propose
p
an approach mixing gradually the processingg of
images and the progressive merging of the produced results [16-17]. The mergging
process takes benefits from
m the result description using a graph. Such a model is w
well
adapted to cells organization. The results merging of two adjacent images connsist
thus of their two respective graphs amalgamation.
The paper extends a preeliminary work published in Fourth International Sym
mposium on Plant Growth Mo
odeling [14] presenting radial files identification in woood
slice image. The following
g section describes the notion of simple-graph. Sectioon 3
reminds the automated celll files identification principles in the microscopic imagges.
Section 4 presents the graaph merging and the fusion kernel notion. Results and
perspectives are presented and
a discussed in the section 5 before conclusion.
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Our contribution lies in the
t graphs fusion formalism and its application:
• We introduce the Simplee Graph notion to describe cell organization and the fussion
kernel used to amalgamaate two graphs;
• We introduce a similarity function in order to define the fusion kernel, i.e. the vverh should be amalgamated.
tices of the graphs which
• We introduce a local blu
ur indicator to define the best representative vertex in vvertices fusion.

2

Graph Theory Notion
N

This section gives some general definitions about graphs merging mechanism. T
The
only considered specificity is the nature of the graph, linked to the properties of cell
files. We present here the formalization of the graphs amalgamation, i.e. when ttwo
distinct graphs are gathered
d by merging of one of their vertices.
2.1

Simple Graph or S--Graph

A graph G=(V,E) is a matthematical structure composed of two finite sets V andd E.
The elements of V are calleed vertices, and the elements of E are called edges. A ssimple graph or S-Graph is an undirected graph that has no loops and no more than one
edge between any two diffferent vertices. In a simple graph, the edges of the grraph
form a set and each edge iss a distinct pair of vertices. In a simple graph of n verticces,
every vertex has a degree that
t
is less than n (the converse, is not true — there eexist
non-simple graphs with n vertices in which every vertex has a degree smaller than nn).

Fig. 2. Top, simple fusion of two nodes of disjoint S-graphs. Bottom, complex fusion of ffour
nodes and two edges of disjoin
nt S-graphs.

2.2

Multiple S-Graph Amalgamation
A

Let
,
and
,
be two disjoint S-graphs, with
and
,
a sub S-graph of . Let
S-graph of
tion without fixed point bettween these subgraphs.
and

,
a sub
be an invoolu-
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The amalgamation of
a
and
modulo the isomorphism is the S-graph obtaiined
from the union
by merging each vertex and each edge in the subgrraph
with their respective im
mages
and
in subgraph . The amalgamaated
vertex is noted
, and
d the amalgamated edge is noted
.
The vertex set of this neew graph is
|
, and
the edge set is
|
; any edge which had
or
as endpoint now
n
has the amalgamated vertex
as endpoint. T
The
amalgamation result is a S--graph: each edge appears one and only time in the eddges
set as shown in Fig. 2.
2.3

Amalgamation Kerrnel

The amalgamation kernel iss the set of the merged vertex couples defined as
|

3

}

The Cell File Ideentification Principle

The cell files identification process [14] leads on the following principles: (i) the ffiles
are alignment of two by tw
wo similar cells, i.e. close in terms of size, shape and dynamic; (ii) the cells alignm
ment are independent of the image orientation: the methhod
have to be reversible.
From methodological po
oint of view, the contrast between cell wall and lumenn is
enhanced by a difference off Gaussians on the color image (Fig. 3.). Then, the imagge is
converted in grey levels by the simple mean of the color channels.

Fig. 3. Image contrast enhanccing by a Difference of Gaussian filtering on color images off Pinus. Left: the image obtained by applying a small Gaussian blurring (σ = 3 pixels). Center:: the
image resulting from a strong Gaussian blurring (σ = (image width)/10). Right: subtractionn of
previous images which increasses the contrast between wall and lumen.

The cells individualizatio
on is built from watershed process [18]; the crest lines define regions whose limits correspond
c
to the inter-cells separation (Fig. 4.). The ccells
adjacency graph is built fro
om these lines [19]. The cell files are identified by reveersible breadth-first search exp
ploration of the graph under spatio-geometrical constraints:
they are defined as the mosst linear paths whose adjacent vertices present similar ccharacteristics, the vertex takin
ng attributes describing shape, size and aspect of the celll.
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Fig. 4. Cells identification and
d its adjacency graph. Legend: in green, the crest lines; in red and
pink, the adjacency graph; in red,
r the cell files. Left: the crest lines produced by the watersshed
algorithm define a good appro
oximation of the cell contours. Right: the adjacency graph is bbuilt
from the crest lines; the cell filles are defined by the most linear paths of the graph.

4

The Graphs Fussion Implementation

This section specifies how the general definitions are implemented in our study ccontext, in particular the way we
w define the amalgamation kernel.
Let G=(V,E) be a given simple graph. At each vertex v of V is associated a seet of
spatio-geometrical attributees describing the cell c represented by v:
─
─
─
─
4.1

, the radius of the circumscribed
c
circle of c;
, the cell geometriccal centre abscissa;
, the cell geometriccal centre ordinate;
, the cell area.
Similarity Coefficieent

The similarity coefficient estimates the likeness between vertices of distinct S-grapphs.
It is defined by a single prroduct of attribute differences: each attribute has the saame
weight in the similarity evaaluation. This coefficient tends toward 1 for similar verrtices, towards 0 for too differeent or distant vertices.
,

Let
,
0
,

1

|

and
be two given S-graphs.
d
,
,
0,1 , the coefficient is defined by:
| , |
|

1

|

|

1

|

|

| , |

,
,

This definition distinguishees the case of too distant vertices from the case of potenttially fusion-able vertices. Each
h term is a Bray-Curtis dissimilarity estimator based on the
spatial position or the size of cells. If necessary, it can be completed with other crriteria; shape, dynamic…
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Best Candidate Fun
nction

This function gives the besst vertex fusion-able to a given vertex when it exists. We
propose here the following expression:
,

0,1

,
,

0

,

,

Our study case concerns su
uccessive images analysis where the overlapped areas are
identical without geometriccal offsets. The function is commutative: it is indeppendent of the terms order and
d of the indexes i and j. Reduced to the subset of vertiices
having a not empty image,, becomes an involution without fixed points whichh allows defining the amalgamaation kernel.
,

0,1

|

and

The key point is the area ov
verlapping (at least one vertex satisfies the upper properrty).
It is defined as such that bigger
b
structure of the image is wholly overlapped. T
This
point is developed in the ressult section.

5

Results and Persspective

Several aspects are presenteed to illustrate the robustness of the amalgamating methhod.
Points in the study are discu
ussed.
Amalgamation of differeent adjacency graphs of mosaic images allows tracking the
radial lines over large areass of observation, as shown on two rings in (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5. Cell
C files through the mosaic shown in Fig 1

Transition between two successive rings is characterized by a cells morphologgical
rupture. Note that this ruptture does not affect the graphs amalgamation process, but
the file tracking in image. The
T approach is stable regarding semi global cell propeerty
evolution.
5.1

n the Constitution of Cell Files
Influence of Blur on

Several studies have been
n initiated to check the blur independence of watershed
which is the origin of adjaccency graphs. Experiment consisted in comparing the liines
of crest and the cells area on
n an image progressively blurred.
No significant gap is observed,
o
illustrating good correlation between cell arreas
(Fig. 6. Left). The colored lines illustrate the well-known over-segment linked to the
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watershed algorithm. The Waterfall
W
method [20] could contribute to reduce the observed differences. This method
m
uses the result of the watershed transform on ggradients of the original imagee to produce a sequence of images by merging some addjacent regions. Otherwise, th
he compared fiftieth areas are well adjusted (Fig. 6 rigght):
the coefficient of determinaation and the slope of linear line tend towards 1.
Cell areas in pixel

y = 0,9958x + 32
2,978
R² = 0,9946

cell areas - blurred image

10000
7500
5000
2500
0

0

2000

4000

6000

8000

0
10000

cell areas - sharp image
Cell areas

Fig. 6. Left: superposition of crest
c
lines produced by a watershed applied to a gradually im
mage
blurred: crest lines are display
yed in different color, and colors are added in case of superpposition; are thus displayed in whiite of the image points common to all crest lines; differencess are
due to the over-segmentation.. Right: comparison of cell area a gradually image blurred. The
variation is smaller when the cell
c surface is higher.

5.2

Fusion Function

y independent from a covering rate and a blur value in the
The fusion method is nearly
mosaic images result proccess (Fig. 7). Invariance rises from the robustness of the
amalgamating function usin
ng only geometric criteria, insensitive to blur.

Fig. 7. Left, different overlapping of two same distinct graphs. Right, the result of two fuused
graphs, the cell lines are disp
played in black. Bottom, with a high overlapping the resultss are
essentially identical: differencee comes from cell chosen (the least blurred).

We merge two cells by choosing one of the vertices of the fusion kernel (see pprevious §), and more specificaally the less blurred cell. The local blur estimator, basedd on
the relationship between lo
ocal dynamics and intensity differences [21], is used too finalize the choice. In addition, knowledge of stage displacement is an advantaage,
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especially to identify the potentially cells at merging, i.e. close enough. We are ccurrently studying the possibiliity of replacing in the function fusion the position termss by
a term of the dynamics of cell:
c
this point requires characterizing the local blur in image to normalize the signatu
ure of each cell. Such an indicator is presented in the ddefinition of reliability coefficcients [22] and used to validate the produced quantitattive
results. Use this coefficientt to correct measurements is seriously considered, partiicularly to homogenize the inteensities cells signing.
5.3

Overlapping of Ima
ages

The overlapping rate of images depends on the size of the bigger structure of the image. The gymnosperms (Fiig. 5.) are composed of very regular cells, with weak ssize
variation. It is easy to fix the
t optimal overlap during the images shooting so thaat at
least one cell is wholly in overlapping
o
area. The overlapping value is experimentaally
set to thirty micrometers, i..e. close to the three biggest cell sizes. This gives a saffety
margin to process the disturbed biological configurations. On the other hand, the A
Angiosperms (Fig. 8) present very
v
different sizes of structures: set the overlapping sizze is
difficult and is actually lefft to the biologist. Here, the overlapping width is 400 micrometers so that the biggerr cell is wholly overlapped.
These big cells, called vessels,
v
cause progressive or brutal cell deformations. Images contain cells with sizee and shape strongly variable. It is usual to find vesselss 10
to 20 times larger than fiberrs.

Fig. 8. Case of high structuree geometry changes: graphs fusion still works when the bigggest
structure is totally recovered

In Fig. 8, the central file (in red) is properly assembled, thanks to the full vessel
structure coverage. Squash
hing of fibers produced by vessel development causes ddiscontinuities in peripheral fiiles (in green and blue), discontinuities that fusion methhod
cannot correct. It is necessary to implement a method of files concatenation frrom
study of files relationship. Complementary
C
work will soon be engaged to automaticcally set the optimal covering by studying the distribution of cell sizes. Study will seeek a
solution for cases where thee covering of vessels can only be partial.
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Conclusion

Image mosaic processing is a classical research thread in vision. We presented a generic method for aggregating results by merging disjoint single-graphs, i.e. undirected
graphs without loops; as an alternative to image stitching.
We defined a fusion function of vertices based on the evaluation of a similarity
coefficient. This function is an involution without fixed point allowing the determining of the amalgamating kernel, i.e. the set of points that are two by two merged. The
similarity coefficient does not depend on the graph structure, but only on attributes
contained by vertices of the graphs. So it is adaptable to other attributes in regard to
the study object.
We have developed and implemented this method in the context of tracking cell
files in image mosaics describing large viewing zones. Cells individualization in each
image was obtained by watershed algorithm; the obtained crests lines are used to define the cells adjacency graph, which allows to identify cell files. It is defined as the
straightest paths whose adjacent nodes have similar attributes. Aggregation of files on
consecutive images in the mosaic is realized by fusing graphs in order to avoid the
inconvenience related to the stitching: radiometric equalization, image repositioning,
blur correction and local deformation compensation…
Applying the method requires only to define explicitly the similarity coefficient
and involution. The similarity function is defined by a product of normalized Brayand-Curtis dissimilarity estimators describing the geometrical aspects -position and
size- of cells which can potentially be merged. In case of merging, only the less
blurred cell is retained and the local blur estimator is based on the relationship between local dynamics and intensity differences. A study is engaged to introduce a
component characterizing the dynamics of the cell, and so to be free of positioning
criteria. Finally, the fusion method is insensitive to image blurring.
This generic method could be applied on other kinds of images of very high definition when we wish to avoid stitching as for example satellite images.
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